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(P.S. The above topic will be published in two parts – each part roughly 
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Part I of this article covered Abstract, Review, Importance of Time 

Management, Vital Role in Every Sphere, Management for Dental 

Clinic Scenario, Smart Dentistry Tips From 1 – 13 – Let us continue 

further on this topic 
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14. Say a BIG no to multi-tasking or do one thing at a time: Most of 

us are usually multi-tasking because we believe we can get two 

things done simultaneously and increase our productivity. Shuffling 

between two tasks at once actually reduces our productivity and 

increases the risks of blunders. This era and world is a lot 

dependent on smart phones which are one of the major distractions 

from any kind of work. Surely, we stay on top of important 

communication due to this but we experience it daily, that time 

spent on mobiles or computer has a snow ball effect. We check one 

message or email and the next thing we notice, is that 45 minutes 

have gone by. So, if we really want to get more done, focus on doing 

one thing with successful results, not two or more things with 

mediocre results. Try making time before first appointment or 

sometime after lunch. Never try to multi-task, focus the attention on 

one thing at a time. Those who believe that multi-tasking is their 

specialty; trust me, they are just fooling themselves. Multi-tasking 

might appear to get things done quicker, but our work and its 

outcome can be much sloppier. Just sitting down and dealing with 

one task at a time increases our efficiency. According to author 
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Laura Stack in her book, “Leave the Office Earlier,” we have all 

bought into two myths of multi-tasking: 

 We are doing more than one thing at a time. 

 We are increasing our efficiency and productivity by working 

more quickly. 

In reality, according to Ms. Stack, multi-tasking is nothing but 

moving quickly between tasks. None of those two tasks gets our full 

undivided attention, hence less of productivity and efficiency and 

less output in either of them. Scientifically speaking, this also has 

been proven that people who frequently juggle between various types 

of electronic communications and media have trouble focusing their 

attention, take longer to switch between tasks and don’t perform as 

well on memory tests as those who don’t, according to a study by 

Professor Clifford Nass in the Proceedings of the National Academy 

of Sciences. 
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Multi-tasking demands haste in work but remember; haste makes 

waste. In some cases, multi-tasking shows increased efficiency and 

enhanced production, but in reality, it mostly leads to a compromise 

in quality along with many mistakes, too. In most situations, little 

work is completed since the individual who multi-tasks is constantly 

on the move towards the next item on their list, resulting in low 

overall, daily productivity. In another study by Prof. Zheng Wang of 

Ohio State University, multi-tasking made students feel more 

productive, while actually reducing their ability to perform well on 

cognitive tasks such as studying. Contrary to what was previously 

believed, switching between tasks actually makes us less productive. 

Every time we switch from one task to another, we lose a little bit of 

time while our brain shifts gears and all of this lost time adds up. 

The Faustian bargain we make innocently is one of exchanging work 

for busy-ness. Multi-tasking doesn’t segregate tasks based on 
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priority or significance; rather it just enables a misconception that a 

person can get a task done anytime and anyway which sows 

procrastination. It is in a way, distracting too. When we focus on 

multiple tasks at hand, we are distracted from everything else which 

has the potential to become chronic as well. We just may not be able 

to focus on anything else like for e.g. simple or singular tasks may 

not draw enough focus and one may be drawn to minor tasks that 

are repetitive and what can be automated or done swiftly without 

much brainwork. Instead of rapidly switching your attention 

between multiple tasks, we need to be able to prioritize our tasks. By 

focusing on the things that are really important, we can be much 

more productive than our multi-tasking colleagues or family 

members. Multitasking makes us seem very busy and it often leaves 

us feeling like we have been productive and good workers, though 

strangely panicked at the sight of our to-do list with its scant 

completion rate. The bottom-line however, is whether we believe it or 

not (up to you) that Multitasking is damaging our brain, so get rid of 

it ASAP (as soon as possible). The biggest suggestion or lesson from 

that would be that we can get more done if we focus on one thing at 

a time. 

 
15. Making optimal use of our dental team / dental staff: Our team 

members should have clearly assigned duties and we should refrain 

ourselves from taking over their roles. Don’t listen to the inner 

voices telling us, “This will only take a few minutes, let me just do it 

myself.” Those few minutes are precious. What is more damaging is 

that intruding on our employee’s responsibilities may lead our 

dental team to feel under-valued and lose interest and make them 

take less pleasure in their work. If we feel that any of our staff is 

under-trained or not performing up to the mark as per our 

requirements, we should ensure that they are trained appropriately 
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so that they can fulfill their duties efficaciously and efficiently. We 

have to make sure that we stick with them in their thick and thin, 

so that everyone on our team does their work diligently; it allows us 

to manage our time better. 

 

(Image Courtesy: Google) 

16. Cut down the fire-fighting: In a busy set up with associates and 

assistants in our clinic, chances are that we find ourself ‘fire-

fighting’ some of the time and dealing with issues brought to our 

door by members of our team. For some CEO Dentists, this takes up 

most of their time. Chances are also, that some of these issues can 

really be resolved by our team members without our involvement. 

The key is to make sure as little of our time as possible is taken up 

fire-fighting. By creating a planner chart on the wall or computer 

capturing the regular tasks that we need to complete on time, can 

come a lot handy. Adopting a regular time of day, week or month for 

these tasks as appropriate and block this time out on the planner 
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will also surely help. Allocate regular periods of time on the planner 

for project work. Then, explain the planner schedule to the team, 

highlighting when you are ‘open’ for interruptions. This is where 

displaying your planner on the wall pays rich dividends and one can 

be amazed how many issues will be resolved without your 

intervention when the team knows we are busy and if the same 

issues keep cropping up in our clinic again and again, it indicates 

we are a lacking a system to alleviate these issues once and for all. 

17. Patient scheduling: To manage scheduling, we would rather 

suggest the most productive appointment to be scheduled through 

the morning hours and shifting to easier ones through out the 

afternoon.  We are always at the sharpest energy level in early part 

of the day. Patients may run late, they get sick, they don't 

understand a particular procedure or they need additional 

treatment. While these snags are unavoidable, properly planned 

scheduling systems will take the unexpected outcome into account 

and we can make sure things go smoothly. Managing patients’ 

records, entries, files and treatment protocol are an important 

resource. In this era of technology, any software can be used to 

manage our patients’ records efficiently. 

18. Insist on regular communication with the Practice Manager / 

Principal: We need to communicate regularly and effectively with 

everyone in our practice to work efficiently as the CEO as it is vital 

for our practice. It is a two-way communication line which our 

dental business cannot operate effectively without, so always keep 

the team communication lines open. We also need to be 

communicating regularly to our mentor or our own Business Coach 

aka the Practice Manager / Principal. He needs to understand the 

status of the projects on our project plan and what we and the team 
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are working on in these areas. We need to check in with him 

regularly to discuss any issues on which we need his input so that 

our team can keep working effectively. Spending quality time 

between the two of us will save us time, going back and forth on an 

ad-hoc basis. It is always good to keep appropriate communication 

structures, agreeing time to meet regularly with our reception staff, 

our assistant staff / hygienists and associates along with an added 

advantage of having formal time to share and gain information 

efficiently, so that we stand a much better chance of achieving what 

we needed to achieve. 

19. Rest: At last, a well rested mind and body are necessary to have a 

disciplined routine which helps us to function optimally and deliver 

quality services to mankind. It is always best focus on own self as 

well. A good seven to eight hours of un-interrupted sleep is a must. 

A regulated chart for the day helps us to be in the prime of the 

health whilst enabling us to be at our best while treating our 

patients. 

20. Keep in touch with our fellow colleagues: Many of you will ponder 

as to why we included this as a time management tip? Because life 

as a CEO Dentist can feel isolated and chances are that there will be 

a colleague out there who has already gone through the issue or 

challenge we might be currently experiencing and he may be, can 

help us positively to overcome it, quickly and more effectively. It is 

always good to learn from the experience of others; it is much 

cheaper. So, always stay in contact with the colleagues we know. 

"When our assets become our liabilities, it is better to get rid of them at the 

earliest." 

~ Bhavdeep Singh Ahuja 
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COMMON MYTHS BUSTED 
 
There are some common misunderstandings that many people have 

regarding time management: 

 

(Image Courtesy: Google) 

1. Time Management takes more time: Really? Research actually 

shows that time management and planning out our time is going to 

save us time. 

 
2. I don't have enough time to accomplish things: In most cases, 

this is a myth for both office working and domestic moms. Usually, 

either of the moms is not using her time to her advantage and 

getting done what she needs to. We all have enough time – we just 

have to use it the right way. 

 
3. I feel fine so I am not stressed: Even if we feel fine, it doesn't mean 

that we are not stressed out. More than likely is that we aren't aware 

of the signs our body is giving us. Twitches, headaches and even 
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mood swings can be the signs that we are stressed because we are 

not using our time wisely. 

 
4. I am busy all the time so I am using my time wisely: This is not 

always the case. In many cases, we may be only taking on urgent 

tasks instead of doing the things that are really important. Keeping 

our sanity is a lot easier when we use time management. Of course, 

we shouldn’t allow ourselves to get stressed out if we miss 

something because there is always a tomorrow. 

 
Don’t let any of the myths and misunderstandings take control of you 

and your time. Do the best to use these simple tips and keeping up with 

the home will be a lot easier, even as we work at home or from home as 

well. 

 

(Image Courtesy: Google) 

Involve the Kids and teach them how to practice Time Management 

When you are a working mom or even if a housewife, helping the kids 

learn the art and craft to practice time management is really very 

important. If we are able to help them better manage their time, it can 

help us out a lot as well. Teaching our kids time management at an early 
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stage is important and it will help them have a more organized and 

productive life in the future as well: 

 
1. Start out by getting the right tools for our kids. 

2. Get them a calendar such as a desk calendar or a wall calendar for 

their room. 

3. Include a pen or marker to use on the calendar. 

4. Have them put up important events, such as project due dates, test 

dates, exam dates and quiz dates etc. 

5. Teach the kids to avoid waiting until the night before projects or 

tests to start working on them. 

6. Help them to realize that starting ahead of time will help them to 

accomplish things sooner and they will surely have better results. 

7. Get the kids into a routine for time management. 

8. Set up a specific time for our children to work on their homework. 

9. Ensure that they complete homework before playing games or 

watching television. 

10. Once their homework is done, then they can relax. 

11. Usually, kids have less energy as the evening goes on, so having 

them complete it early is a great idea. 

12. Lead our kids by example. Remember, we can't help them to practice 

time management if we are not using good time management skills 

ourselves. 

13. Make sure that we are showing them a great example of time 

management skills. Kids learn by watching us, so brush up on our 

own skills to help them learn better ways to manage their time. 

 

Time Management tips to Working 'Dentist' Moms 

Being a Mom can really be stressful as we wish that a day had at least 28 

hours instead of only 24 hours and if you are a dentist mom, then 
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sometimes even 30 hours may seem lesser. We have a huge mix of 

activities and most of them can't be predicted or even controlled. It 

always feels like there is more to do, no matter how hard we work. 

However, we need to manage our time if we want to take control of our 

life instead of allowing it to control us. We can give some great ideas that 

can help all of us to save more time. Let us see some of them: 

 

(Image Courtesy: Google) 

 
1. Figure out where we are wasting time: It is important to know our 

biggest time wasters. This way we can figure out what we need to do 

to get those lost minutes back. Take a few days and start writing 

down everything that we do in a normal schedule. This way we will 

surely know where our time is going. 

2. Come Up with a Strategy: In order to implement time management 

into our life, we need to come up with a strategy. Make a plan that 

we can use daily to make sure we get things done while still having 

some time to relax. 

3. Figure out our Top Priorities: Each day, list out what our top 

priorities are going to be. Know what absolutely must get done and 
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the things we only would like to accomplish. Get through the top 

priorities first. If we get those done, then we can focus on the other 

items we would like to get down. 

4. Keep Goals Realistic: When we are creating time management 

goals, we need to keep them realistic. If we create goals that we can't 

achieve and we fail, it will only get us down and make it more 

difficult for us. 

5. Re-evaluate on a Regular Basis: Sometimes, our time management 

plan is going to need some revisions. Evaluate how things are going 

and make adjustments. The problem is often not being well 

organized. 

 
A few SMART tips we can put into actual practice (females): 

We would like to add here that along with all the time management, 

women should spare at least one hour (similar to me-time) everyday for 

doing activities which they enjoy and that one hour should be totally 

theirs, that would give them energy to manage the rest of the 23 hours 

perfectly and happily without cribbing about lack of time. It could be as 

simple as a walk in the morning or a dance class or a painting class. Let 

us see the remaining smart tips:  

 
1. Delegate Tasks: It is easy as a mom to take on every task on 

yourself. This is only going to further stress you. Take time to 

delegate some of those tasks to give yourself a break and free 

yourself to do more important things (Father is the best option 

usually). We can take support from our spouse (absolutely) or our 

friend or our parents (in laws). Everybody is always willing to help 

once in a while. In fact, we can share some tasks with a 

friend/neighbour who may also be having the similar problems.  

2. We can car-pool to take the kids on their activities: That frees us 

from daily drop and pick-up. Sometimes our friend can take care of 
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our kids along with her kids and other times we can return the 

favour. 

3. Create a To-do List: Every day, it is a good idea to create a to-do 

list for that day or better make it a night before. This way we know 

what needs to be accomplished. Looking at the list will help us 

remember what we must do and as we check things off the list, it 

will keep us motivated to keep on going.  

4. Plan for the Next Day or even the entire week: At the end of every 

day, it can be very helpful to plan for the next day. Figure out a 

schedule of tasks so we can put things to rest when we go to bed. 

We can plan the entire week's menu so that we can get groceries for 

the entire week at one time. This will save us multiple visits to the 

market. We may search for a grocer who does home-deliveries. Big 

Basket is one of them these days. It is worth paying a little extra to 

save our time but not always though, lest we should shoot ourselves 

out of our budget.  

5. Look for Easy Recipes: Cooking can take up a lot of time unless we 

have a dedicated cook or an efficient all-rounder maid. Maids are 

anyways at a premium always. So, better to start looking for easy 

recipes to help us make the best use of our time. Look for those that 

include only a few ingredients and that only require about 30 

minutes for us to prepare. We can cook healthy without having to 

spend huge amounts of time in the kitchen. 

6. Try to Find a Routine: Many moms find that having a routine can 

be very helpful when they are trying to keep up with their home. Fix 

up days to do laundry, days for shopping and days to clean other 

areas of the home. This way we and our family know when we need 

to get something done; make it work for us and our family. Make 

changes to the plan that will help us get through our days more. 
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As you all read these tips, you might be thinking that you already are 

overburdened with activities to do so how can you spare time to 

implement time management. With time management and organizational 

skills, we can become more efficient as a mom or say, dentist mom. 

 

Let us now come to Men or Office Time 'Hacks' 

 

(Image Courtesy: Google) 
 

Time Management tools involve a lot of organizational aspects that limit 

and control the flow of resources. The suggested organizational method 

we can do to manage our time and to get great results is by using Time 

Estimates (in our office). It is a great tool, which we can only develop if 

we know ourself and as they say, knowing thyself is even a bigger art 

than knowing others. For this, firstly we need to know where our time 

goes or how we spend our day. Calculate how much time we spend in 

our office and at home. Time estimates will give us the idea of the 

workflow, our efficiency in doing work and our time to relax and rest. For 

other time estimates, try considering the following: 
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1. Time of Work: The regular workload for most people is 8 hours, 

more or less. We have to maximize our time and energy during this 

productive period. Work time should also be created in such a way 

to sustain a harmonious atmosphere 

2. Personal time: I fondly call it as the me-time as I use lots of it 

myself. This is the time in which an individual can have personal 

space and time for reflection. This can be either a time to 

contemplate or rest for a while (during coffee breaks). Personal time 

is short but it can be very meaningful for an individual who is 

seeking mental peace and silence after a day of hustle and bustle. 

This is also a moment for reflecting on our plans and goals. 

3. Interaction moments: These are times spent talking with 

colleagues, friends, relatives and loved ones about relationships, 

professional matters, personal things or anything that concerns the 

speaker and the listener. Usually, we are unaware of the time spent 

for this activity but we should be aware of these. Interaction with 

others can give us a lot of information and insights, but sometimes, 

it can be a total waste of time. 

4. Time for Relaxation and Recreation: This is the time when we 

reward ourself after spending so many hours or days at work. This 

is a time to feel free and to enjoy the moments of life. We can 

organize our time by creating a daily agenda and by checking our 

agenda at the end of each day to track down our schedule on a daily 

basis. 

 
A few SMART tips we can put into actual practice (males): 

1. Keep an activity log in which all our activities, either major or minor, 

can be written down (may be on PC) and later on, be analyzed by us. 

We would see that we have a remarkable capacity to do so many 

things, or on the opposite side, there are so many things that we 
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have not done because of tardiness. This would also help us become 

more aware of our strengths and our weaknesses or what we call as 

the SWOT analysis. We can also analyze our period of alertness and 

productivity through this activity log. 

2. Track-down your idle moments or our periods of tardiness. This 

way, we would also know our weaknesses when it comes to 

motivation and goal setting. 

3. Know your learning insights from the past. This way, we would 

recognize the importance of time and how it has affected our 

development as an individual 

4. We may also compare our work efficiency with the work style of 

others but, a word of caution that this should not frustrate us if we 

see that others leave us behind. Contrary to this, we should be 

motivated to excel or to improve our condition if we see that we are 

not working as fast or as efficient as they are. 

 

ERGONOMICS and TIME MANAGEMENT 

Ergonomics is the organized and scientific study of space and its possible 

perfect features for better human management and labour. The use of 

space to avoid cluttering and pressure is very important in minimizing 

errors and mistakes that could lead to the disruption of operations 

during work. Ergonomically crafted office space is better than unplanned 

or disorganized working scenarios. Planning the place for work doesn't 

only give comfortable working conditions but it also saves time and 

energy as we engage in different tasks. Organized space can lead to a 

more organized flow of work and the production of better products and 

services. On the other hand, it would also help an individual in avoiding 

pressures, mistakes and obstacles from unfit spaces and conditions. 

There are some ways to help us create an ergonomically better working 

space and lifestyle: 
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(Image Courtesy: Google) 

 
1. Avoid clutter: Neatness doesn't only give an impression of human 

cleanliness but it also makes a room free from dangers and 

oversights. It would also be easier to find a tool or a document if 

things are in their proper order. This would minimize our time 

looking for such objects. 

2. Keep ergonomically designed houses or office spaces: Use colors 

that will motivate or encourage people to become cheerful, happy, 

and interested with their work. Bright colors can subdue the feeling 

of loneliness in a vast office space but brightness shouldn't become 

a distraction or an irritant to the eye. The color gray, on the other 

hand, commands formality and a savvy environment fit for serious 

and corporate settings. Verdant or green surrounding relaxes the 

mind and eyes but these should be balanced by neutral colors such 

as black or blue to avoid redundant feelings or laxity. 

3. Make the office temperature just right: Temperature is also a 

factor that could either irritate or motivate a person to work. 
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Temperature should be just right and the senses must be tempered 

with pleasant stimuli during work 

4. Use modern gadgets and equipment: They can be of big help in 

maintaining a functioning working environment but remember 

technology should not be a hindrance in creating a better working 

environment; therefore, we should learn from the basics and should 

be updated on the current information in the use and maintenance 

of sophisticated office equipment. Be cautioned that delays and 

malfunctioning of these gadgets can be a source of headache or time 

wastage if improper use is frequent or if technology and human 

conditions are not properly managed. 

 
These are just some of the ways we can improve our working space. 

 

DISCUSSION 

We need to be constantly channelizing our energy almost daily; either in 

the morning or before going to bed. Think daily what we have done in the 

whole big day (like good or bad) and plan for tomorrow (the next day). 

The whole idea is to manage the given 16-17 hours of our day apart from 

sleeping hours. I, myself (First Author) try to write down my tasks on 

paper, separately as short-term tasks (ranging from a day to a week) and 

long-term tasks and keep on ticking each off the list as and when it is 

done.  

1. Restricting screen time like TV, OTT (over-the-top media service) like 

Amazon Prime, Netflix etc (trust me; it saves a lot of time). 

2. Delegating responsibilities smartly.  

3. Everybody gets 24 hours in a day, not a second less not a second 

more – to each to his own but this is how I (First Author) do it.  
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Time management is the need of the hour; everyone gets the same time 

everyday, but how we utilize it, is the real game changer. Allow us to post 

a few tips in a summarized manner: 

 
1. First of all, we need to fix our goals. 

2. Once the goals are fixed, prioritize them.  

3. Make an action plan accordingly 

Or follow the below regimen: 

4. Make a list of all goals. 

5. Make a weekly schedule on the earlier Saturday or Sunday. 

6. Make a daily schedule 1 day prior.  

7. Block the calendar for the plans which are confirmed. 

8. Whatever work we do completely focus on it at that time. 

9. Give deadline for the work to be done.  

10. There will be some things we don't like or take more time, delegate it 

to the right person/people. 

11. Be reasonable. 

12. Be accountable.  

13. Be answerable. 

 

 
CLINICAL RELEVANCE 

Keeping up with each day's appointment schedule and other routine 

tasks such as infection control and paperwork is an essential part of the 

job. It will also make our life easier because keeping patients in waiting 

can result in anxious, irritated patients who may then complain and crib 

every time they come. If we try to make up for that lost time (in waiting) 

then we put ourselves under pressure to 'catch up' with the same, as we 

may miss something important about the patient's condition or make a 

mistake. We should realize and understand that if we have been 

perennially slow, we will take a while to get up to boost our speed and 
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time management techniques can surely help in this. These include the 

planning and prioritizing of tasks each morning, breaking difficult 

projects into smaller chunks to avoid becoming overwhelmed and using a 

time sheet (if we know we are spending too long on certain types of cases, 

we can think of more support like delegation or a specialist in clinic). For 

a dentist, time management plays a big role in his clinical practice. A 

common complaint that some colleagues make in my (First Author) 

online sessions or lectures / workshops is that their patients rarely 

follow the appointment time. The answer is that they are not detailed 

only about the system we follow in our practices and we leave them just 

to assume or presume about the same. We should learn to work strictly 

on appointments especially if we work for short duration blocks, so time-

keeping is very important. Patients are scheduled depending on the type 

of work to be done as per treatment plan. Always give a leeway of 15 

minutes in between the appointments. Always make it mandatory for the 

patient or our staff to call at least an hour early if cancellation is done 

from either side. If it can be accommodated, entertain the new patient 

and keep one slot always free for the session for such times or we 

reschedule the appointment. If the patient is perpetually and habitually 

late and doesn’t inform, then he should be requested to take another 

appointment. Over a period of time, this message reaches all the patients 

and they all soon start following the protocol. Barring emergency 

procedures, if patients can’t be rescheduled, then patients should be 

managed in clinic either by a cut down in lunch time or by over-

extending the schedule, but remember, this should not be made into a 

recurrent habit. I (First Author) personally prefer to keep longer 

appointments and reduce the number of appointments and also try to 

manage time by being punctual to my clinic on time, even though my 

clinic is in my residence only. I (First Author) try to finish appointments 

on time and also make sure that patients realize that I am very particular 

about time and expect the same from them. When a patient comes late 
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for a first time, he is politely informed about the importance of time and 

if next time, the same is repeated by the patient, the same appointment 

is cancelled for that day, lest, the next appointment should not suffer. 

So, I (First Author) rarely have time issues as I always try to set an 

example before patient (barring a few emergencies) by finishing my cases 

on time and I don’t let them wait for more than 5 minutes, so, they are 

automatically tuned to follow the same. The best tip we can advise is 

working strictly by appointments in clinical practice. Delegation also 

works well too provided it is done to the right people. It is important to 

schedule appointments such that we have more efficiency and a better 

output. In personal life too, similar time needs to be planned and kept for 

our entire dear and near ones. In today’s busy times, patient satisfaction 

is directly proportional to time management in clinic. People are very 

happy with their treatment done perfectly in a particular time frame. The 

first thing every patient wants to know now days is how much time is 

going to be incurred along with the second query of the charges to be 

incurred. People are very much concerned about their time and they 

always appreciate the importance of time on our side. Many of my (first 

author) new patients even till date (in 21st year of practice) who are 

referred by old patients do mention this during their first visit that they 

will be there on time as they have heard about me being very particular 

about time. Moreover, when we finish a case in time without hurrying 

during the treatment and without any one sitting in the waiting, it gives a 

satisfaction both to the patient and dentist. To be an efficient time 

manager, we really need to respect time and utilize it efficiently. There 

can be certain protocols followed in the clinic to lead from the front and 

always showing up on time which motivates our staff to do the same and 

in-turn, our patients as well. The first very important step for efficient 

time management in clinic is an efficient team. Always have a team 

meeting every morning where-in daily and weekly goals should be 

defined. Scheduling appointments as per the work to be done is very 
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important as many times we schedule overlapping appointments and fail 

to do justice to them. Inform the patient to update you for any change in 

their appointment timing while scheduling the appointment itself as this 

will save most of us a lot of hassles. The same can be backed up by 

reminder calls and/or messages to the patient as per the patient consent 

accorded for the same. This will also urge the patient to inform you for 

any change from their side as well, if it be. Making a policy of doing 

check-up by appointment strictly lessens the number of walk-in patients 

and helps us plan ourself meticulously. Make sure we or our staff 

member also inform the patient when we are running off the schedule. 

Failing to this will give our patients, a sense of non-accountability from 

our end. Time management plays a pivotal role in managing and thus, 

running a successful practice. Patient satisfaction scores have a part in 

determining dentist selection criterion for the patient with a number of 

third party websites coming up with their own voting meters on their 

websites enabling patient an easy choice and so will the outcomes. A trip 

into the dental clinic setup (can be called as a maze) can be a frightening, 

frustrating and lengthy experience for patients. Very commonly, we see 

patients complaining; “Expect the worst, hope for the best, be prepared to 

wait, be uncomfortable and be ignored”. In scenarios, where we get late 

on certain cases while working due to some unforeseen circumstances 

and the next patient turns-up on time, we have to make sure that we go 

to our waiting room and ask the patient for a cup of coffee or something 

similar and ask them to wait. Reaching out to them personally and not 

sending our staff in such a scenario makes a lot of difference. Being a 

dentist comes with its own set of challenges and usually, we have three 

jobs on hand; first to deliver the best possible clinical service, keep the 

patient informed and lastly, create as comfortable an experience as 

possible for the patient. European Professor, Margaret J. Sumption, 

 MSED, LPC, SPHR-SCP, a teacher and counselor with over thirty-five 

years of experience and an avid blogger has summarized four critical 
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components to achieve patient satisfaction which she calls “ASAP” which 

can allow us to accomplish all the above three important jobs on hand. 

 

(Image Courtesy: Google) 

1. A – Acknowledge: There is no greater insult than to be ignored. 

Patients have oftenly reported that they feel “invisible.” Sometimes, 

even when busy, in clinical work, a small eye contact can do 

wonders and make the patient feel assured that we have 

acknowledged his presence. Just a thoughtful look, coupled with a 

smile, provides the empathy people need to understand that they are 

not forgotten. It only takes a moment and if the patient has sought 

our services, he might be actually in distress and our 

acknowledgement can actually make them feel relaxed that he will 

be there in safe hands and out of the woods soon. 

2. S – Support: Set a “no ignore” rule in the clinic. If a patient has 

been sitting for more than 15 minutes without having someone 
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actively engage with them, we can be assured of getting a reputation 

of providing poor customer service. This rule or commitment must 

be a standard set for all too to actively engage the patients whilst 

telling the truth as well for e.g., “the wait will be longer than 

expected (because of any emergency or reason)”. Telling the truth, 

even when it is not what people want to hear, does provide comfort 

and support to the patient. Offering a simple glass of water or tuning 

on to the favourite TV channel might be a good replacement in such 

situations. 

3. A – Accept: A simple acceptance for the delay and it usually does 

soothe out the patients’ temper most of the times rather than trying 

to blame some other people or unintended reasons for the delay 

which won’t give the patient any sort of comfort. We usually jump 

the gun when the blame is put on our shoulder; the difference is 

that the same can be met just with an acknowledgment that we 

agree that a delay was caused, although it may have been 

inadvertently. This is a time when we can offer choices to our patient 

for rescheduling or making them comfortable in anyway to cover up 

for the mess. Accepting the patient’s emotions at that particular 

point of time and responding with a kind response usually calms 

most stressed patients. 

4. P – Prepare to Act: When it is time for action, it should be taken 

promptly. Immediately on patient’s arrival, assess which task we are 

on our current patient and how much time we are going to take. Be 

prepared to act in some way to help the waiting patient feel more 

comfortable while they wait and the patient in between the 

procedure is also not affected. Following through on something 

small allows patients to have the confidence that we are doing the 

BIG things well. 
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If we just summarize the above, ASAP – Acknowledge that the patient is 

important with our eye contact and active engagement. Support through 

kind words, gestures and interaction. Accept what the patient reports as 

their truth. Prepare to Act with a kind gesture, an action to make the 

patient’s experience less stressful and simple solutions thoughtfully 

delivered in a timely way. The pertinent thing to remember is that 

effective time management, not more patients, will help us keep our 

dental practice more productive and profitable. Keep the team (staff) in 

the loop and work together to manage the schedule and meet the laid out 

goals. Effective scheduling techniques stabilize the management from 

one day to another and greatly reduce stress due to inconsistency. The 

ability to increase production is the result of a well-designed and a well-

thought out planned day and not necessarily, the result of more patients 

seen. The goal of any practice should be to help as many patients as 

possible in the most efficient manner. We can focus on helping our 

patients achieve their optimum dental health by doing the most dentistry 

possible each day. Let us give some scheduling protocols that all clinical 

practices should strive for (with slight modification as per structure): 

 
1. Prevent roller coaster scheduling by consistently meeting the daily 

set goal and thereby, delivering the most complete dentistry possible 

to each patient. 

2. Avoid filling the day with excessive amounts of short or low-output 

procedures which surely reduces stress for clinic staff. 

3. Schedule patients in the time-frame suitable to each one of us.   

4. Create a plan for achieving goals instead of leaving it to chance 

should always be desirable. The appointment log-book is the 

ultimate time management tool for the practice. 

5. Increase productivity in the practice through effective scheduling 

techniques. 

 

http://www.dentaleconomics.com/articles/print/volume-106/issue-9/practice/3-ways-to-increase-your-practice-productivity-by-going-on-vacation.html
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The following is a form of “block scheduling,” which may not seem true 

for every practice, but when done correctly, block scheduling can simplify 

and make a more efficient schedule for most practices: 

1. Step 1: Set a daily goal – Treatment goals must be determined by 

the dentist and then written down and distributed to every staff 

member (if multiple). The staff as a group should discuss how they 

can help achieve the goal. It is important to have a commitment 

from every staff member to make the goal become reality. 

2. Step 2: Develop the ideal day – Determine what combination of 

procedures should be in your day in order for you to meet your goal. 

There are three categories to consider: 

a. Substantial cases (major) — highly productive procedures like 

implants, crown and bridge, veneers etc. Ideally, 50% of your day 

(4 – 4 .5 hours) should be in substantial cases. 

b. Restorations (minor) — moderately productive procedures like 

endodontics, restorations like composites etc. Ideally 25%-35% of 

the day (2 – 3 hours) should be in this category. 

c. Miscellaneous — low to non-productive procedures such as 

complaints, adjustments, consultations etc. Ideally, these can be 

filled and pooled in and around the substantial cases and 

restorative procedures (remainder number of hours). 

3. Step 3: Preparing the schedule – We will need a system that allows 

us to determine at a glance what has been scheduled in our ideal 

day and what procedures are still outstanding. 
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a. Block time in the schedule for substantial cases for the entire 

month (if you are having a regularly consistent OPD). Other 

procedures will fill the open space around these. This ensures 

you have time available for the most important procedure needed 

to meet your goal. Block the time by using a different color to 

signify the reserved hour for each major procedure. The above 

should be adjustable if the blocked time has not been filled 

within one to two days of this reserved time. 

b. Track your check-up appointments so that not too many 

accumulate during the day.   

c. Track your restorative appointments by using a time tally system. 

4. Step 4: Daily goal and substantial case status – During the morning 

meeting, we can discuss the productivity results from the previous 

workday along with the status of the daily goal for the current day 

and any mistakes which need to be ironed out on the current day. 

Each day must be evaluated this way before starting the day 

(maybe, a night before winding up for that day) so that any empty 

slots can be filled up by rearranging or rescheduling and prior 

information to the patient and the staff, both. This constant 

awareness provides the team with focus and direction, which can 

lead to better results. 

5. Step 5: Awareness – Write the new daily goal amount at the top of 

each appointment book page in pencil. This serves as a reminder to 

keep a running total as the day fills and to schedule, keeping the 

end goal in mind.  
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6. Step 6: Create a sense of urgency – The dentist should create a 

sense of urgency and set up an appointment as quickly as possible 

with the patient.  

7. Step 7: Monitor the results – Graph the production on a cumulative 

monthly graph and discuss the results with the entire team and also 

dwell on it for ourselves. 

8. Step 8: Acknowledge success – When we achieve our goals, take 

time to acknowledge the success and give credit, where it is 

genuinely due. If this new level of productivity is part of an incentive 

award, share this in staff meeting. If not, plan some get together 

with the team like a lunch at a nice restaurant to celebrate. 

 

(Image Courtesy: Google) 
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BOTTTOMLINE 

Time managed well is appreciated by patients too. This directly 

influences their satisfaction. As time is money for everyone, it includes 

us as well as patient. They too can schedule their work once they are 

sure that their dentist is on time. So less waiting time and less wasting 

time 

Henry Ford once very aptly remarked:  

It has been my observation that most people get ahead during the 

time that others waste. 

We all feel most of the times 24 hours per day are not enough? 

We all can have 28 hours per day!! 

Really!! 

Why? 

Because, 24 hours in a day is sometimes not enough time for many 

people to do everything in their schedule!! 

It is therefore, imperative that we perform our activities in the order of 

priority. 

The art of prioritizing covers 4 major task groups: 

1. Important and Urgent 

2. Not Important but Urgent 

3. Not Urgent but Important 

4. Not Important and Not Urgent 

 

The good news is that we don’t need to do all tasks by ourselves and 

some of the tasks are simple enough which can be easily delegated to 

someone else. Outsourcing can be a very intelligent decision when it 

comes to taking care of manual jobs. If we can spare some money in 

exchange for our time (when we can do much more productive stuffs), 

then go for it. The rich treat their time more importantly than their 

money. Focus on those that will bring us fruitful results. One thing we 
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can do to determine the significance of the task by analyzing the negative 

effects that may occur as a result of not doing it. If the consequences of 

non-performance of the task are too immaterial then it is best to not do it 

at all. We have to strongly remember that ‘Time and Tide wait for none!’ 

Once learn to manage our time, our life comes on track, our finances are 

up to date and managed (after all, we earn to wisely spend only and save 

also something for future). Our patients can only value time, if we 

ourselves value the same. Just saying that I am organized doesn't make 

us one. We might have a clumsy desk in our office, but our tasks should 

always be sorted out according to Important and Urgent list given already 

in Point No. 6 in Part 1 of this article. All this can always be stupendous 

if it begins with starting the day early. ‘Rising early is a gift which 

everybody can't afford’. The most important thing I (first author) was 

taught during my implantology training in 2004-05 was to learn to say a 

‘No’. This applies to time management also as we have to sometimes 

learn to say a no to unproductive works which are resource and time 

consuming. It might appear simple but managing time efficiently calls for 

great qualities in an individual. We must stay disciplined and constantly 

remind ourself as to why it is important for us to accomplish our tasks in 

a timely manner.  

              Just a simple example is not to use phone in the day again and 

again for whatsapp messages, make life simple. At least in office, shift to 

https://web.whatsapp.com, where we can use a key board and a bigger 

screen to view the same.  

             Time management is however, easier said than done. We do 

need to change our habits, break from the mundane or the monotonous 

or say out of our comfort zone. We all have seen a horse running with 

tacks on eyes known as blinkers/blinders to prevent him looking back or 

even side on.  

What does that do? 
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It gives the horse an overly narrow focus or inability to see the larger 

picture and he believes, he is running the race ahead of everyone and 

that he will win the race which we all know is farce and false. 

 

 

(Image Courtesy: Google) 

We all should learn to follow the 4 D’s of Time Management? 

Simply put, they are do, delete, defer or delegate. 

1. Delete it – Check whether the thing requires your attention or is 

worth your time. If it does not, then simply delete it.  

2. Delegate it – Is it important or necessary for you to do the task? Is 

it your responsibility to do? If the answer is no, then delegate it.  

3. Do it – If a task can be completed there and then in a few minutes, 

then just do it. Provided of course it is not a task to delete, delegate 

or defer. In other words, if it is important for you to do and you have 

the time to do it, then get it done straight away.  

4. Defer it – There are some tasks that come across your desk that you 

may just not be able to deal with straight away. It is not important 
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during your working day, but is important to get done. So you can 

defer it and look at the email later in your free time. 

 
SUMMARY 
 
1. Time management, like any other skill, is not hard to develop. 

2. We hope the strategies listed would help you all. 

3. We do not want you to copy them as it is. 

4. The main aim is to stimulate your thought process on to the right 

track and you should customize the ideas to suit your particular 

conditions. 

5. If you want to be successful, you need to master your time. 

6. Time is the most valuable of commodities and should be treated as 

such. 

7. An inch of time cannot be bought with an inch of gold – Chinese 

Proverb. 

8. Time flies; it's up to you to be the navigator – Robert Orben. 

9. A word of caution: You are above the average because you are 

reading such type of articles in order to improve yourself, but you 

can only reach the top if you overcome another hurdle: inertia. 

10. Don't treat the above as a story book that you just read and feel 

good about and don’t implement at all in your life. 

 

TAKE ACTION 

Even if it is only one step, only one small change, do it because 

sometimes, only that one change can complete you and make your life 

perfect. Sharing a short story with you, which I (First Author) read some 

years back 

 

A man came home from work late, tired and irritated, to find his 5-year 

old son waiting for him at the door. 
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"Daddy, may I ask you a question?" 

"Yes sure, what it is?" replied the man 

"Daddy, how much do you make an hour?" 

"That's none of your business, why do you ask such a thing?" the man 

said angrily. 

"I just want to know, please tell me, how much do you make an hour?" 

pleaded the little boy. 

"If you must know, I make Rs. 1000 an hour" 

"Oh," the little boy replied, with his head down, looking up, he said, 

"Dad, may I please borrow Rs. 500?" 

The father was furious, "If the only reason you asked that is so you can 

borrow some money to buy a silly toy or some other nonsense, then you 

march yourself straight to your room and go to bed, think about why you 

are being so selfish." 

"I work long hard hours every day and don't have time for such childish 

behaviour." 

The little boy quietly went to his room and shut the door. The man sat 

down and started to get even angrier about the little boy's questions. 

How dare he ask such questions only to get some money? 

After about an hour or so, he had calmed down, and started to think, he 

may have been a little hard on his son. 

Maybe there was something he really needed to buy with that Rs. 500 

and he really didn't ask for money very often. 

The man went to the door of the little boy's room and opened the door. 

"Are you asleep, son?" he asked. 

"No daddy, I'm awake," replied the boy. 

"I've been thinking, maybe I was too hard on you earlier," said the man. 

"It's been a long day and I took out my aggravation on you.  Here's the 

Rs. 500 you asked for." 

The little boy sat straight up, smiling. "Oh, thank you daddy!" he yelled. 
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Then, reaching under his pillow he pulled out some crumpled up 

currency notes. 

The man on seeing that the boy already had money started to get angry 

again. 

The little boy slowly counted out his money and then looked up at his 

father. 

"Why do you want more money if you already have some?" the father 

grumbled. 

"Because I didn't have enough, but now I do," the little boy replied. 

"Daddy, I have Rs. 1000 now, can I buy an hour of your time? Please 

come home early tomorrow, I would like to have dinner with you." 

 
It moved both of us as authors and we hope you too seek some lesson 

from it. 

 

 

(Image Courtesy: Google) 
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REVISION with 15 QUICK Tips for Efficient Time Management (In 

General, Not only Dentistry) 

Here are some tips that can help us manage our time efficiently: 

1. Start Early: It is always better to begin our day a little early so that 

we have more time to invest in productive activities. However, having 

said that, we must not compromise on our sleep. It is essential for 

us to complete 7-8 hours of sleep each day. 

2. Prepare a to-do list every day or Draft a List: The first thing we 

should do in the morning is to plan our day and the best way to do 

it is to prepare a to-do list. List the tasks based on the priority and 

begin accomplishing them one after the other. Pick a pen and paper 

and jot down all the tasks we need to complete during the day each 

morning. 

3. Prioritize the Tasks: Once we have all the tasks on paper, prioritize 

them to be accomplished in the day. Don’t overlook the importance 

of completing the tasks in the right sequence. Finish the important 

tasks first 

4. Define and Set Time or Assign Time to the Tasks: To manage the 

time efficiently, we must set a time to complete each of the tasks 

written by us. Assign time to each of the tasks on our list and make 

sure we complete them within the set time. 

5. Stick to the schedule diligently: Schedules are everywhere in our 

lives. We have schedules for chores, cleaning, work, fitness, daily life 

and loads more and they can be overwhelming to say the least and 

not to mention feeling like a failure if we don’t manage to stick to it 

diligently. So, the best is to look at ways to make sticking to a 

schedule easier, in the hope that it makes our life easier as a result 

because we all ultimately want a more simple life. 
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6. Focus: Staying focused to concentrate solely on the task at hand 

can be tough with a constant stream of staff, patients, phone calls 

and family needs always demanding your constant attention. Amid 

the noise, understanding your brain’s limitations and working 

around them can improve your focus and increase your productivity. 

Our brains are finely attuned to distraction, so today's digital 

environment makes it especially hard to focus.  

7. Beware of distractions: We are distracted like never before and our 

phones are probably the biggest culprit. Keep the phone aside as we 

begin our work because our smart phones provide an endless 

stream of bite-sized, delicious information for our brains to 

consume. It is easy to get hooked, even to feel addicted and most of 

us would prefer not to feel this way. 

8. Learn to say a ‘No’: Many of us feel compelled to agree to every 

request and would rather juggle so many things than refuse to help, 

even if we are left with no time for ourselves. Understand that, 

learning to say no can earn you respect from oneself as well those 

around you. We have been led into a belief that saying no is 

uncaring, even selfish and we may have a fear of letting other people 

down and on top of this, may be a fear of being disliked, criticized, 

or risking a friendship. Interestingly, the ability to say no is closely 

linked to self-confidence. People with low self-confidence and self-

esteem often feel nervous about antagonizing others and tend to rate 

others’ needs more highly than their own. 

9. Keep a tab and Check: Keep checking the tasks as we complete 

them. This gives a sense of accomplishment and motivates us to 

work harder. 
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10. Take Breaks in between our tasks: Don’t take up one task after 

the other continually. This will make us feel dreary and hamper 

productivity. It is suggested to take breaks in between our tasks. 

Don’t rush from task to task. Give ourself some time in between to 

unwind and begin the next task with greater motivation. 

11. Take proper rest and Sleep Well: If we do not complete our 7-8 

hours of sleep each night, we would not be able to concentrate on 

work and managing time properly would just be out of question.  

12. Eat Healthy: It is the same if we do not have a healthy well-

balanced diet. It is essential to have a well-balanced diet in order to 

stay energized all through the day and make the most of the time we 

have. 

13. Exercise regularly: Often underrated, exercising is very helpful. It 

does not only keep us fit but also reduces stress levels and boosts 

our power to concentrate. It thus helps us manage our time well and 

accomplish our tasks efficiently. 

14. Meditate: Daily meditation for some time is the practice of staying 

present and mindful for a limited period of time and can have 

numerous benefits for our mental and physical health. Yet, many of 

us don’t meditate every day because we are just too busy or we 

simply don’t feel like it. As per a few scientific studies, completing 

just one 15-minute session of meditation can result in 22% 

reduction in mind wandering and four weeks of daily meditation 

resulted in 14% increase in focus. When we meditate, we can 

enhance our focus and decision-making and lessen our feelings of 

fear and stress. Finding some time each day to meditate even a short 

daily meditation is better than no meditation at all. 
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15. Leave tensions to HIM: So many of us, even those with a strong 

faith wonder how they can stop worrying. Living in a fallen world 

gives us lots to worry about, but no matter what happens in our life, 

we don’t have to worry about it if we choose to rely on HIM to help 

us manage it and find peace in the process. Leaving all the worries 

and anxiety with the Lord Almighty always helps. We should not be 

frightened or dismayed, for the God is always with us wherever we 

go. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Managing time is a skill that always has room for improvement. With all 

the modern distractions that pervade our daily lives, many of us need to 

re-train our brains to get the most out of our precious minutes. Time 

Management is important for every individual. Whether we are a student, 

homemaker, business person or a working professional – if we are able to 

manage our time efficiently, we wouldn’t be far from attaining our goals. 

Though managing time efficiently is difficult. However, with some effort 

we can achieve it. The above-mentioned tips should help us in this 

direction. Time management is easier said than done. It takes a lot of 

dedication and determination to stay focused and follow the schedule we 

have set for ourself to manage our time efficiently. However, once we 

master the art we are sure to go places. It might appear simple but 

managing time efficiently call for great qualities in an individual. There is 

a lot that goes into it. We must stay disciplined and constantly remind 

ourself as to why it is important for us to accomplish our tasks in a 

timely manner. Life is not measured by the number of breaths we take 

but by the moments that take our breath away. 

It is not the years that we put in to our life, but the life that we put 

into the years that really matters. 
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Wish you a wonderful 24 plus (how many you decide) hours per day!!!!!! 
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Dear Readers: Important Announcement 

The above article by Dr. Bhavdeep Singh Ahuja & Dr. Vandana Dhameja 

has been published in 2 Parts. 

 

The above is Part II. 
 

Check out WJASR Volume 3 Issue 1 January-February 2020 for the 1st 

Part of the above article. 
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